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Stellingen
behorende bij het proefschrift

Linking Emissions Trading Systems: A Law and 
Economics Analysis

1. Efficiency gains from linking may come at a cost of undermining other 
policy goals such as incentivising low-carbon long-term investments.

2. Neither efficiency nor environmental effectiveness of linked carbon 
markets is independent of the initial distribution of emissions allowances.

3. Whereas linking ETSs could reduce price volatility, it might also make 
policy instruments aimed at addressing market instability ineffective.

4. Polarisation over climate policy-making in a given jurisdiction is negatively 
correlated with effectiveness of credibility-enhancing institutional 
constraints.

5. Linking ETSs could serve as a commitment device, reinforcing the 
political sustainability of linking-partner ETSs. However, this might 
come at costs of increased transaction costs and policy inflexibility.

6. Differences in offset utilisation limits between linking-partner jurisdictions 
do not necessarily undermine environmental integrity.

7. It is unlikely that a truly global carbon market could emerge through a 
process of linking (regional) ETSs.

8. Emissions trading can be seen as a Coasian transaction cost economising 
institution and a Hardinian barricade that readily fences the air 
surrounding us.

9. The time is always right to do what is right. (Martin Luther King Jr.)


